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The longitude development of the muonic component in the extensive air shower can help to
determine mass composition of cosmic rays. By using the timing information of muons, the
𝜇
production positions of muons can be reconstructed. 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 which is the position with muon
production reaching maximum is sensitive to the mass composition of cosmic rays. In this paper,
the reconstruction of muon’s geometrical production heights along the shower axis by using their
timing information are studied for cosmic rays with energies from 1PeV to 10 PeV by CORSIKA
𝜇
data. According to our analysis, the resolution of 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 is 500𝑔/𝑐𝑚 2 with a resolution about 32
𝑔/𝑐𝑚 2 for showers initiated by protons with energy 10 PeV ,and zenith angle 𝜃=45◦ .
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. SIMULATION DATA

Corsika is the most popular software to simulate the development of air showers[2]. Corsika
can record various properties of muons at the position of their origin such as energy,transverse
momentum and produced height. In the simulations the EPOS-LHC hadronic interaction model for
high energies and GHEISHAk − 04 for low energies are used. The altitude (4410 m) and magnetic
field (35 𝜇T) are set according to the LHAASO site. So the vertical air depth is about 600 𝑔/𝑐𝑚 2 .
In order to make sure the shower fully developed, the zenith angles of the showers are fixed as 45◦ ,
corresponding to air depth 850𝑔/𝑐𝑚 2 above the ground. In order to studied the mass compositions
𝜇
sensitivity of 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 , showers produced by protons and irons with three fixed energies 1015 eV,5015
eV and 1016 eV are generated.
2
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The energy spectrum of cosmic rays covers more than ten magnitudes with a rapid decrease
of its flux. Due to the low fluxes, the measurement of the energy spectrum of cosmic rays with
energies above 100 TeV can only be obtained indirectly by ground-based experiment by detecting
the extensive air showers produced by interaction between cosmic rays and the Earth’s atmosphere.
However, the information of energies, mass compositions of primary cosmic rays are lost during
the interactions. The reconstructions of energies, mass compositions are not only depended on
the hadronic models used to described the development of air showers, but also depend on the
composition models, due to the reconstructions of them can’t be completely separated. In order to
reduce the dependence, it is necessary to measure several parameters of air showers at the same
time.According to the muon production and the longitude development of muons preserves the
information of primary particles,the muon plays an important role in the study of composition
identification with energy 1015 eV-1016 eV.
The Pierre Auger experiment has achieved the reconstruction of the longitude development of
muons by using the timing information recorded by their surface muon detectors for showers with
energies above 1016 eV [1]. In this paper, the production,propagation of muons in showers, the
reconstruction method of muon’s geometrical production heights along the shower axis are studied.
Moreover, the effect of time resolution to the reconstruction are also studied by assuming time
𝜇
resolution 10 ns. 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 which is the position with muon production reaching maximum can be
𝜇
obtained from the longitude development. The ability of 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 to identify the mass composition
are also studied.
The paper is organised as follows. Sect 2 briefly describes the Corsika DATA we used .In Sect 3, the
production, propagation of muons in showers, the method of muon’s production position height are
described in details. Sect 4 gives the muon profiles and discusses the influence for reconstruction
accuracy caused by the distribution and time resolution of muon detector.Finally,in Sect 5 a brief
summy is given together with some comments on the possible application of the method.
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3. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE MUON PRODUCTION DEPTH
3.1 method of reconstructing the muon production depth.

𝐴𝑂 =

1 𝑂𝐵 02
(
− 𝑐 × 𝑡𝑔 ) − 𝑐 × 𝑡 𝜋
2 𝑐 × 𝑡𝑔

(1)

where 𝑡 𝜋 is correction due to the path traveled by the parent mesons and the average time delay
𝑡 𝜋 3 ns[3]. Using the equation, and the atmosphere models, the air depth of the muon production
position can be calculated.

Figure 1: Coordinate system of the EAS according with CORSIKA,A = muon production point,O = shower
core on ground,B = muon position on ground and B’ = muon position on shower front plane(OB’)

3.2 Muon production in EAS and propagation through the atmosphere
The method of reconstruction of muon production depth is based on two assumptions, one is
that the muons are produced on the shower axis, the other one is the arriving directions of muons is
the same as that when they are produced. The valid of the assumptions in the PeV energy range are
studied in detail by Corsika data.Muons are weakly interacting particles and have correspondingly
small interaction cross sections. Muons, though much less abundant than photons and electrons,
play a very important role in air shower research. Since they are mainly subject to ionization
losses only, energetic muons travel long distances in the atmosphere.It is argued that the transverse
position of the production of muons, thus of the parent mesons decay, is confined to a relatively
narrow cylinder[4]. Fig. 2(a) displays the distribution of the vertical distance from the production
point of muons to the shower axis for protons and irons. According to Fig. 2(a), most production
points of muons are confined in a cylinder with a radius of 10 m. This distance is small compared
with the size of EAS experiments,which span from hundreds of meters to several kilometers in the
perpendicular plane. So muon production points can be approximately considered on the shower
3
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After the muons are produced in the air shower, they are mainly suffering the ionization energy
loss during their propagation to the ground, so we can assume that muons travel in straight lines at the
speed of light c. With the assumptions, the production positions of the muons can be reconstructed
according to the time delay corresponding to the time recorded near the shower core, as illustrated
by Fig. 1. This method has been carried out by the Auger experiment[1] for the showers with
energies above 1018 eV. According to the geometric relationship, the production positions of muons
can be reconstructed by Equation 1.
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Figure 2: Fig2:(a): distributions of the perpendicular distance from the production point of muons to the
shower axis for different primaries with energy 1016 eV and zenith angle 45◦ . (b): The angular differences of
muons when they are produced and when they are at the ground for different primaries with energy 1016 eV
and zenith angle 45◦ .

In the process of transmission,apart from the fact that muons are subject to geomagnetic
deflection, an effect which is rapidly decreasing with increasing energy, muons are only exposed
to ionization losses, occasional bremsstrahlung and to photonuclear reactions while propagating
through the atmosphere.That means the total time delay of muons relative to the shower front plane
not only geometric delay but also kinematic delay, geomagnetic delay and multiple scattering.The
propagation of muons in matter below 1 TeV is reviewed in[5].Figure 3 displays the different delays
for different primaries,where the different contribution to the multiple scatering is included in
𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑚 .At large distances from the core, the geometric delay is the most important. At distances
typically from core to a few hundred meters, the kinematic delay has a large impact.In order to
improve the accuracy of the reconstruction of the muon produced depth,the kinematic should be
considered.After studying corsika data, kinematic delay distribution for different primaries and
different energy can be fitted with an exponential function:
𝑡 𝜀 = 𝑒𝑥 𝑝(−0.5716 + 1.276×𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑟))

(2)

So,kinematic delay can be calculate from this formula,and then subtracted when reconstructed muon
produced depth.
So it’s know that muons mainly come from the decay of pions and kaons which are produced
with a characteristic transverse momentum distribution inside a narrow cylinder around the shower
4
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number of muons

axis for muons with the distance from it to the shower core larger than 200 m. During the muon’s
propagation to the ground, they also suffer multiple scattering, the deflection of magnetic field of the
Earth, which can affect the directions of muons. The effect can be studied by the changes of muon
directions from they are produced to they arrive at the ground. The distributions of the angular
difference Δ are shown in Fig. 2(b) for protons and irons. The Δs are mainly concentrated within
0.2◦ , so the influence from the magnetic field of the Earth and multiple scattering can be neglected
and the trajectory of muons can be approximately considered as straight lines.
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Figure 3: Average time delay for different contribution to the total delay for showers with energies with 1016
eV and zenith angle 45◦ circles are for proton, squares are for iron.

axis.From figure 3, multiple scattering delay and geomagnetic delay account for 10% of the total
time delay when r(distance from muon position on ground to core on SFP)>400m,so multiple scattering effects and geomagnetic can be neglected.And it could thus be assumed that muons travel
following straight lines, from the point where they are produced.

4. FEATURES OF THE MUON PROFILES
The true MPD distrubution,i.e. the one relative to all muons produced in air showers, cannot
be reconstructed at ground level since a fraction of muons will decay before reaching the ground
and muon with low energy can’t trigger muon detector.On the other hand,by section3.2,it’s easy
to get that approximations can be valid when the distance from muon position on ground to core
on SFP(r)>400m.So it is necessary to compare the distributions of all mouns produced depth
and that of observed muons. In order to obtaining useful pgysical information from the MPD
diatribution,for each shower we perform a fit of the muon longitudinal development profile with the
Universal Shower Profile(USP) function,which describes well its non-symmetric shape[6].And the
USP function is defined as
𝜇
𝑋−𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥
−2
𝑑𝑁
𝑅
𝜇
= (1 + × (𝑋 − 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 )) 𝑅 × 𝑒𝑥 𝑝 − 𝐿𝑅 ,
𝑑𝑋
𝐿

(3)

This function has three parameters, all related to the physics of the shower:the maximum of the
𝜇
profile 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 , the profile width L,and a parameter related to the distribution asymmetry R,which
quantifies the deformation of the profile with respect to a Gaussian distribution. In this formula, the
𝜇
N refers to the number of produced muons and X is the depth expressed in 𝑔/𝑐𝑚 2 .And the 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥
accounts for the point along the shower axis where the production of muons reaches its maximum
as the shower develps through the atmosphere. This parameter will be our main physical observable
for composition and hadronic interactions studies. Figure 4(a) shown the muon profile of a shower
5
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initiated by a proton with energy with 1016 eV and zenith angle 45◦ , it’s obvious that the 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 of
all mouns is closed to that of observed muons.Using the method provided by Sect.3 and assuming
time resolution 10 ns of muon detector can get distribution of muon reconstructed produced depth.
𝜇
𝜇
As shown in figure 4(b), the reconstructed 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 is closed to the true 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 .Increase the number of
𝜇
shower to study the 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 distribution of different primaries under different energy.
𝜇

(b)

Figure 4: (a)The muon profile of a shower initiated by a proton with energy 1016 eV and zenith angle
45◦ ,black line indicates real produced depth distribution of all muons, bule line indicates real produced depth
distribution of observed muons.(b)The muon profile of a shower initiated by a proton with energy 1016 eV and
zenith angle 45◦ ,blue line indicates real produced depth distribution of observed muons, red line indicates
reconstructed produced depth distribution of observed muons

In addition to considering the time resolution, the distribution of muon detectors should also be
considered. In this paper data analysis is based on a detector array with detector separation of 30m,
similar with the MD detector of Large High Attitude Air Shower Observation(LHAASO).Figure 5(a)
shows muon distribution and black point is distribution of muons which can be detected. Figure5(b)
shows distribution of muons reconstructed produced depth and USP function also could fit this
𝜇
distribution. Figure 6 left compares the distribution of true 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 and distribution of reconstructed
𝜇
𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 which considering the time resolution and distribution of muon detector.So it’s easy to get
𝜇
that for proton with energy = 1016 eV and zenith = 45◦ ,the 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 is 500𝑔/𝑐𝑚 2 with a resolution
𝜇
about 32𝑔/𝑐𝑚 2 . Compare the reconstructed 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 which only considering time resolution, after
considering muons detector distribution makes the bias worse.Now there is question that need to
𝜇
be studied. Whether the reconstructed 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 can still identify the mass compositions of cosmic
rays? After the reconstruction of the longitudinal muon profile with considering time resolution
𝜇
and distribution of muon detectors, the maximum of the distribution 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 is obtained by fitting
𝜇
the profile with the USP function. After compare 𝑋𝑚 𝑎𝑥 of proton and iron, it’s easy to get that
𝜇
reconstructed 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 is sensitive to the nature of the primary particles and can be used to identify
mass compositions of cosmic rays.
6
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Figure 5: (a) Distribution of muons on MD detectors;blue point is distribution of muon detector, red star is
core position, black circle is muon which can be detected by muon detector.(b) distribution of muons which
can be detected reconstrcted depth.
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Figure 6: (Left) real 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 and reconstructed 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 distributions initiated by protons with energy 1016 eV
𝜇
𝜇
and zenith angle 45◦ (Right) :distribution of 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥
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5. Summary
In this work, using CORSIKA simulations, the muon production depth in the air shower is
reconstructed according the geometry effect.This model which relates the arrival time of muons at
the ground with their depths is valid for nenrgy with 1015 eV -1016 eV.The maximum of the muon
𝜇
production depth distribution, 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 can be obtained by fitting the longitudinal muon profile with
the Universal Shower Profile function. And it’s 500𝑔/𝑐𝑚 2 with a resolution about 32 𝑔/𝑐𝑚 2 for
proton with energy = 1016 eV and zenith angle 𝜃 = 45◦ .
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